1. Introduction {#sec1-materials-10-00699}
===============

The electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) effect observed in atomic systems produces a sharp and transparent window in a wide range of absorption spectra range. It results from a considerable hindrance between coherent optical transitions \[[@B1-materials-10-00699],[@B2-materials-10-00699],[@B3-materials-10-00699],[@B4-materials-10-00699]\]. In the transparency window, there is obvious normal dispersion and ultrahigh quality factor, due to which, many feasible applications in optical storage, slow light, and other nonlinear processes based on the atomic EIT have been proposed \[[@B5-materials-10-00699]\]. In many optical structures, analogs of EIT have been presented \[[@B6-materials-10-00699],[@B7-materials-10-00699],[@B8-materials-10-00699],[@B9-materials-10-00699],[@B10-materials-10-00699],[@B11-materials-10-00699]\]. In plasmonic systems, this effect is named plasmon-induced transparency (PIT); it can be realized by the considerable hindrance between bright and dark modes \[[@B8-materials-10-00699]\].

Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms with a honeycomb-like lattice that is gaining considerable attention because of its excellent electrical and photonic properties, such as strong optical nonlinearity \[[@B12-materials-10-00699]\], ultrahigh electron mobility \[[@B13-materials-10-00699]\], and high-thermal conductivity \[[@B14-materials-10-00699]\]. In particular, the surface conductivity of graphene can be changed by gate voltage, electromagnetic fields, and chemical doping \[[@B15-materials-10-00699],[@B16-materials-10-00699],[@B17-materials-10-00699],[@B18-materials-10-00699]\]. In this way, the development of tunable plasmonic devices could be promoted. Considering these characteristic properties, graphene can also support propagation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). Graphene surface plasmon polaritons (GSPPs) can be excited for a broad range of frequencies from near-infrared to the terahertz region \[[@B19-materials-10-00699]\]. Meanwhile, due to its high-carrier mobility, GSPPs display lower propagation loss at room temperature \[[@B20-materials-10-00699]\]. Moreover, adjusting the chemical potential of graphene can easily influence the propagation of GSPPs. Re-fabricating the structure is not necessary anymore. There have been many applications based on graphene, including absorbers \[[@B21-materials-10-00699]\], electro-optical switches \[[@B22-materials-10-00699]\], field-effect transistors \[[@B23-materials-10-00699]\], amplifiers \[[@B24-materials-10-00699]\], diodes \[[@B25-materials-10-00699]\], terahertz antennas \[[@B26-materials-10-00699]\], filters \[[@B27-materials-10-00699]\], mixers \[[@B28-materials-10-00699]\], plasmonic Bragg reflectors \[[@B29-materials-10-00699]\], and so on. A graphene-based plasmonic analog to EIT nanostructures has already been numerically illustrated by Shi et al. \[[@B30-materials-10-00699]\]. Consequently, the graphene becomes an advanced material in tunable PIT device design.

In this study, the coupling-induced transparency with narrow waveband can be exhibited by a properly designed system based on graphene-contained plasmonic structures by numerical simulation. Compared to previous works, we show the multiple PIT phenomena with our novel asymmetrical graphene nanoribbon structures and integrally analyze the influence factors of the PIT phenomena. First, the bright and dark elements of the GNRs and graphene sheet waveguide structure are analyzed. We observe the PIT phenomenon by presenting the structure devices composed of periodic arrays of GNRs and a graphene sheet. The shift of the transmission notch occurs because of the changes of the coupling distance and the widths of GNRs. The Fermi energy strongly influences the frequencies of plasmons in graphene. In addition, multiple PIT peaks can be obtained by changing the angle of incidence.

2. Materials Model and Analysis {#sec2-materials-10-00699}
===============================

[Figure 1](#materials-10-00699-f001){ref-type="fig"} shows the first schematic of the structure employed in our design. The gap *g* is sandwiched by the GNRs and graphene sheet layers. (For simplicity, the surrounding material is treated as air, *ε~r~* = 1.) A transverse-magnetic (TM) polarization (magnetic field is parallel to the *y*-axis) monochromatic plane wave comes normally from the upper surface of the structure. *p* is the cycle of the unit element; *w*~1~ and *w*~2~ are the widths of the adjacent GNRs, and *d* is the distance. The designed device is easy to fabricate. The chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method can be utilized to grow multiple layers of graphene on the silica layer and to manufacture the silicon-based graphene structure waveguide. The momentum relaxation time *τ*, temperature *T*, incident wavelength *λ*, and Fermi energy *E~f~* determine the surface conductivity of graphene *σ~g~*. It follows the equation $$\sigma_{g} = \frac{ie^{2}E_{F}}{\pi\hslash^{2}(\omega + i\tau^{- 1})} + \frac{ie^{2}}{4\pi\hslash}\ln\left\lbrack \frac{2\left| E_{F} \right| - (\omega + i\tau^{- 1})\hslash}{2\left| E_{F} \right| + (\omega + i\tau^{- 1})\hslash} \right\rbrack + \frac{ie^{2}k_{B}T}{\pi\hslash^{2}(\omega + i\tau^{- 1})}2\ln\left\lbrack {\exp\left( {- \frac{E_{F}}{k_{B}T}} \right) + 1} \right\rbrack$$

In our simulation, the incident light we employed is at the range of the mid-infrared region. The intraband transition contribution predominates in monolayer graphene \[[@B31-materials-10-00699]\]. With this understanding, the optical conductivity is given by \[[@B32-materials-10-00699]\] $$\sigma_{g}(\omega) = \frac{ie^{2}E_{F}/\pi\hslash^{2}}{(\omega + i\tau^{- 1})}$$

Here, *e* is the electron charge and the electron relaxation time is *τ* = *μE~F~* = *ev~F~*^2^, in which *v~F~* = *c*/300 is the Fermi velocity; *E~F~* is the Fermi energy, and *μ* = 10 m^2^/(V·S) is the direct current mobility of graphene \[[@B33-materials-10-00699],[@B34-materials-10-00699],[@B35-materials-10-00699]\]. The graphene layers are viewed as an ultrathin film with the permittivity expressed as $$\varepsilon_{g} = \varepsilon_{r} + \frac{\sigma_{g}}{\omega\varepsilon_{0}t_{0}}$$ where *t*~0~ = 1 nm is the thickness of the graphene layers. The SPPs modes, ranging from THz to the visible frequencies, could be spread over the graphene layer. The dispersion relation of the SPP modes at subwavelength scale is given by \[[@B36-materials-10-00699]\] $$k_{g} = k_{0}\frac{\pi\hslash^{2}\omega^{2}\varepsilon_{0}(\varepsilon_{1} + \varepsilon_{2})(1 + i\pi^{- 1}\tau^{- 1})}{e^{2}E_{f}}$$ where *k~g~* is the in-plane wave vector in graphene, *k*~0~ is the wave vector in vacuum. *ε*~1~ and *ε*~2~ are the dielectric constants of the top and bottom surface materials of the graphene sheet, respectively. The graphene Fermi level can be tuned by adjusting the gate voltage, which can be calculated according to Equation (2).

3. Simulation and Results {#sec3-materials-10-00699}
=========================

To demonstrate the graphene-based PIT phenomenon, we start with nanostructures with different radiation performances, as is shown in [Figure 2](#materials-10-00699-f002){ref-type="fig"}a,b: bright and dark elements. The resonant plasmonic modes in the bright and dark elements separately exhibit different coupling strengths to free space. The bright modes are excited by the bright element, which consists of two GNRs lying periodically along the x direction with different: widths *w*~1~ and *w*~2~. The dark modes are simply graphene sheet layers. The separation between the GNRs and graphene sheet layers is *g*. To realize the PIT phenomenon, the basic unit of the structure can be formed by combining the bright element with the dark element.

To study the PIT phenomenon in graphene nanostructures, we set up a graphene PIT structure, which is constructed by combining the coupled bright element with the dark element as the basic unit. The units array periodically with a period *p* = 1200 nm. [Figure 2](#materials-10-00699-f002){ref-type="fig"}c shows the transmission and reflection spectra that we simulated at normal incidence for the graphene PIT structure.

Obviously, a PIT-like transparent window can be observed from the transmission spectrum of the graphene PIT structure. The two notches' wavelengths are at 9.21 and 9.42 μm, and the peak is positioned at 9.36 μm. This phenomenon is essentially analogous to the EIT spectrum in atomic systems. At the PIT peak, almost no reflection can be observed. At the right transmission dip, the reflection is obviously low, revealing a strong absorption. In addition, to make the disturbance between the dark and bright modes visible, we exhibit the \|E\| distributions at these concerned wavelengths. The dipole mode can be effectively excited at the transparent peak by the incident light of 9.36 μm, while the excitation of the quadruple mode is prevented in the dark element. However, the coupling between the bright and dark modes can indirectly inspire the dark mode. The dark mode will then couple to the bright mode again. It is noticed that a phase difference of *π* occurs between the channels of the direct and indirect excitations \[[@B8-materials-10-00699],[@B37-materials-10-00699]\]. Therefore, there is a mutual destructive interference between the bright and dark modes. Furthermore, the fields in the bright element are restrained, which causes a transparent window, similar to the EIT phenomenon in the atom. By comparison, the interference is beneficial to the enhancement of the fields in both elements at the transmission notches.

The optical performances of graphene can be considerably improved by doping or gating as plasmons in graphene are greatly dependent on the Fermi energy. By adjusting the Fermi energy, the electron density in graphene can be changed, resulting in a change in the resonance frequencies of graphene plasmonic nanostructures. As a result, the PIT spectrum of the graphene PIT structure can be dynamically controlled over a wide range of wavelengths. Such tunability can be hard to realize in atomic EIT or other PIT systems. The transmission spectra for structure I at different *E~F~* are plotted in [Figure 2](#materials-10-00699-f002){ref-type="fig"}e. The PIT transparency windows can be blue-shifted obviously while *E~F~* changes from 0.4 to 0.8 eV. Therefore, the PIT spectrum can be shifted over a rather wide range of wavelengths by tuning the Fermi energy.

The transmission spectra of structure I are shown in [Figure 3](#materials-10-00699-f003){ref-type="fig"}a,b. Here, *p* = 1200 nm, *w*~1~ = 208 nm, *g* = 350 nm, and *E~F~* = 0.6 eV. As the width *w*~2~ is increased, dip I keeps red-shifting, whereas the position of dip II remains almost invariant. When *w*~2~ = 200 nm, double PIT peaks can be achieved. Dip I is integrated into dip II as *w*~2~ increased from 200 to 208 nm. Only one PIT peak can then be observed. When *w*~2~ \> 208 nm, dip IV is continuously red-shifting and ultimately the only PIT peak disappears. Furthermore, [Figure 3](#materials-10-00699-f003){ref-type="fig"}c--e show the field distributions of *E~y~* consistent with the transmission dips under *w*~2~ = 200 nm. The super resonance modes (symmetric and antisymmetric modes) can be found at the transmission dips by the incident light of *λ* = 8.80, 9.15, and 9.45 μm. At that resonance wavelength, the simultaneous excitement of the two super resonances leads to near-field curtailment in the bright element and enhancement in the dark mode. The two resonant structures are extremely excited and the PIT can be realized when those two resonance modes are at the same wavelength.

The transmission spectra of structure I at different gap *g* values between the graphene sheet and the GNRs are plotted in [Figure 4](#materials-10-00699-f004){ref-type="fig"}a. As the gap *g* shrinks, dip II splits into two notches, and dip III keeps red-shifting while *g* \< 600 nm. [Figure 4](#materials-10-00699-f004){ref-type="fig"}b--d show the field distributions of *E~y~* corresponding to the transmission dips under *g* = 340 nm. The super resonance modes (symmetric and antisymmetric modes) at *λ* = 8.80, 9.15, and 9.45 μm related to the transmission dips can also be found. [Figure 4](#materials-10-00699-f004){ref-type="fig"}e shows the spectral responses of structure I that are greatly influenced by the angle of incidence while *g* = 340 nm keeps invariable. With the angle of incidence increasing, dip III splits into two notches, with one blue-shifted and the other red-shifted and triple PIT peaks can be achieved.

Furthermore, the second schematic of the structure employed in our design is shown in [Figure 5](#materials-10-00699-f005){ref-type="fig"}a. The distance between the first layer of GNRs and graphene sheet layers is *g*. The first and the second layers of GNRs are separated by the gap *g*~2~. In one period, the two graphene nanoribbons are on the same symmetry axis. Their widths are defined as *w*~1~ and *w*~2~, respectively. A TM polarization (magnetic field is parallel to the *y*-axis) monochromatic plane wave comes normally from the upper surface of structure II. The transmission spectra of the structure are shown in [Figure 5](#materials-10-00699-f005){ref-type="fig"}b. Here, *p* = 600 nm, *w*~1~ = 208 nm, and *E~F~* = 0.6 eV. As the width *w*~2~ increased, we can see a gradual red-shift of dip I. Especially, while *w*~2~ = 218 nm, double PIT peaks can be obtained.

In addition, the transmission spectra of structure II that we calculated at different gap *g*~2~ values are plotted in [Figure 6](#materials-10-00699-f006){ref-type="fig"}a. As can be clearly observed, dip I is blue-shifting, whereas dip II is red-shifting as *g*~2~ shrinks. When *g*~2~ = 330 nm, double PIT peaks can be observed. While *g* = 330 nm keeps invariable, the angular-dependent transmission spectra of structure II are plotted in [Figure 6](#materials-10-00699-f006){ref-type="fig"}b. With the angle of incidence increasing, dip II splits into two notches, with one blue-shifted and the other red-shifted and triple PIT peaks can be achieved.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-materials-10-00699}
==============

We studied the radiative properties of graphene nanostructures by numerical simulations. Periodic graphene strips can serve as the bright element; a graphene sheet parallel to the periodic graphene strips can serve as the dark element. A graphene PIT structure can be constructed by combining the bright element with the dark element; it shows a PIT spectrum similar to the atomic EIT. Significantly, changing the gate voltage can directly tune the PIT spectrum. The position of the transmission notch greatly depends on the changes of the coupling distance and the widths of GNRs. With the appropriate distance and widths, double PIT peaks can be obtained. In addition, multiple PIT peaks can be achieved by changing the angle of incidence. Our study indicates that the demonstrated PIT devices based on graphene plasmonics may pave a new way for the development of plasmonic sensors in nanophotonics applications.
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![(**a**) First schematic of the proposed structure. The graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are lying periodically above an infinite-width graphene sheet and *p* represents the cycle of the unit element. The distance between GNRs and the graphene sheet is *g*. The widths of the two adjacent GNRs are defined as *w*~1~ and *w*~2~, respectively; (**b**) Cross-sectional diagram of Structure I.](materials-10-00699-g001){#materials-10-00699-f001}

![(**a**--**c**) Transmission and reflection spectra for the basic unit at normal incidence. The inset graphs are the diagrammatic sketch of graphene nanostructures under research. There are two graphene nanoribbons acting as the bright element. The graphene sheet layers are acting as the dark element. The basic unit of the graphene plasmonic structure aims to achieve plasmon-induced transparency (PIT). It is constructed by combining the bright element with the dark element. Blue areas represent graphene; (**d**) The \|E\| distributions corresponding to three different wavelengths; (**e**) Transmission spectra of the system for chemical potential *E~F~* = 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 eV.](materials-10-00699-g002){#materials-10-00699-f002}

![(**a**,**b**) Computerized ionospheric tomography transmission spectra at different widths *w*~2~. Here, *p* = 1200 nm, *w*~1~ = 208 nm, *g* = 350 nm, and *E~F~* = 0.6 eV; (**c**--**e**) Field distributions *E~y~* of the transmission dips.](materials-10-00699-g003){#materials-10-00699-f003}

![(**a**) Transmission spectra of structure I at different gap *g* values between the graphene sheet and the GNRs; (**b**--**d**) The field distributions *E~y~* of the transmission dips under *g* = 340 nm; (**e**) Spectral responses of structure I with different angles of incidence.](materials-10-00699-g004){#materials-10-00699-f004}

![(**a**) Cross-sectional diagram of the second structure proposed; (**b**) Computerized ionospheric tomography transmission spectra at different widths *w*~2~. Here, *p* = 600 nm, *w*~1~ = 208 nm, *g* = 350 nm, and *E~F~* = 0.6 eV.](materials-10-00699-g005){#materials-10-00699-f005}

![(**a**) Transmission spectra of structure II at diverse gap *g*~2~ values between the first and the second layers of GNRs; (**b**) Spectral responses of structure II at different angles of incidence.](materials-10-00699-g006){#materials-10-00699-f006}
